
Name/Date: 
Geography 12 

1C: Earth, Our Planet and Home 
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Weblinks 
Oh boy... search anywhere for good stuff on the solar system, planet, meteors, etc.  Good starYng points are the 
Nasa group of sites starYng at hWp://www.nasa.gov/home/ or Nova’s Space site at hWp://www.pbs.org/wgbh/
nova/archive/int_spac.html 

Thinking about our Origins - AcEvity 
Read of listen to the Ojibway creaYon story on p. 12 of This Earth. Compare this to your own understanding of 
how the universe, our planet, and our species came into being.  In a few words, what is your understanding of 
how it all came to be? 

Here are some interaYve websites that get into the “Origin” stories of other cultures: 
Source: hWp://www.mythicjourneys.org/bigmyth/myths/english/2_chinese_full.htm 
Source: hWp://www.mythicjourneys.org/bigmyth/myths/english/2_norse_full.htm 

QuesEons from This Earth p. 13-20  

Vocabulary  

1. Big Bang Theory 
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Summary 
Astronomy is important to geography 
as the posiYon of the earth in space is 
a factor in determining solar energy 
input and seasonal variaYons. This, in 
tern, affects weather & climate, and 
producYvity in the biosphere. The 
origins of the earth are also important 
as they relate to geology and the 
lithosphere (earth history), and of 
course the connecYon to the quesYons 
we ask about human history and our 
purpose on earth. “Origins” to science, 
belief, and human imaginaYon.

Mars Space Rover.  Source: NASA Planetary Photojournal: 
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA03240 
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2. (planetary) accreYon 

Concepts 
3. Provide a brief definiYon or explanaYon of the Nebular Hypothesis 

Reflect 
4. What two possibiliYes does the big Bang Theory suggest for the future of the universe?  What limits the 
ability of scienYsts to be certain about the future of the universe? 

5. IdenYfy two ways that the Moon influences Earth. 

Planetary MoEon 
Planetary MoYon is important to Geographers as it sets up 
seasonal variaYons in solar energy, climate, and daily 
changes.  The ulYmate effects of the earth’s moYon cascades 
down to travel routes, architecture, and fashion trends (think 
about the influence of climate on vacaYons spots, building 
styles, and clothing).  The terms used here will help us put 
climate maps and energy budgets into perspecYve.  The 
cycles of the earth have also been at the heart of ancient 
cultures. 

Vocabulary (use a simple diagram if it helps — a teacher presentaEon goes long with this) 
6. revoluYon (of the earth) 

7. equinox 
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Tourists and “druids” at Stonehenge for Winter Solstice 
Source: http://www.greydragon.org/trips/Solstice2004-2/
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8. solsYce 

9. precession (of the equinox) 

10. eccentricity (of orbit) 

11. axis (of the earth) 

12. rotaYon (of the earth) 

13. Yme zone 

14. Coriolis Effect (or force) 

QuesEons on the vocab:  
15. Which three factors do you think determine the amount of solar energy recieved by the earth?   

16. Which do you think has the greatest impact on seasonal variaYons?   

17. Which of these factors experiences “wobble?” 

Read This Earth p. 22-24 and answer the following quesEon 
18. Why does Earth’s moon lack an atmosphere? 

Read This Earth p. 25-26 and answer the following quesEon 
19. Which piece of evidence to support the Asteroid-Impact Hypothesis do you find most convincing? JusYfy 
your choice. 
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Cage Match: Earth vs Mars 
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20. Which planet:  
 a) is larger?  

 b) is colder? 

 c) has the most moons?  

 d) has seasons?  

 e) has ice? 

21. Compare and contrast the climate, atmosphere, and calendar of the two planets. 

 Planet  Climate   Atmosphere    Calendar  

 Earth  

 Mars 

22 Why is human life possible on Earth but not on Mars? Describe two specific characterisYcs to explain your 
response. 

23. In note form, describe what you would see and experience if you were an astronaut standing on the surface 
of Mars. 

24. Class Discussion: think about these items before we talk about it. 
Many scienYsts believe that of all the planets in the solar system, Mars is the best candidate for colonizaYon. 
Based on what you have learned about the extreme environment on Mars, think about the costs and benefits 
related to the issue of colonizing Mars.  Consider the following quesYons in formulaYng your ideas: 

• What basic data would be needed to plan a mission to Mars?  
 

• What might be the consequences for Earth if a colony existed on Mars?  
 

• What would need to be done to turn Mars into a habitable planet? 

• Should we send people to establish a colony on Mars? Why or why not? 
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Space for diagrams, doodles, and diversions.
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